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This bulletin shows Trade Measures adopted in response to the war in Ukraine, governments are
enacting temporary trade measures as part of economic sanctions and counter-sanctions packages.
The rapid destabilization in the region has further led to export restrictions in vital products, such as
food and fertilizers, by several countries.
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Source:  ITC (latest update in May 2022)
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Type Of Measure Affected Products Measure Effect On Trade
Affected 
Partners

Status Of 
Measure

Start Date End Date

Export 
prohibition

specified goods

Department of Commerce Bureau of Industry 
and Security unveiled extensive new export 
control regulations on Russia and Russian-
aligned regions of Ukraine. The exportation, 
reexportation, sale, or supply, directly or 
indirectly, from the United States, or by a 
United States person, wherever located, of any 
goods, services, or technology to the Covered 
Regions

Restrictive
Russia and 
specified 
regions

Active 21/02/2022 Unknown

Export 
prohibition

luxury goods as 
specified

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) imposed 
restrictions on the export, reexport, and transfer 
of luxury goods to all end users in the Russian 
Federation and Belarus.

Restrictive
"Russia, 
Belarus"

Active 11/03/2022 Unknown

Export 
prohibition

goods related to 
the oil industry

Department of Commerce is expanding the 
existing sanctions against the Russian industry 
sector by adding a new prohibition under the 
Export Administration Regulations (EAR) that 
targets the oil refinery sector in Russia.

Restrictive Russia Active 03/03/2022 Unknown

Export Measures
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Type Of Measure Affected Products Measure Effect On Trade
Affected 
Partners

Status Of 
Measure

Start Date End Date

Prohibition for 
political reasons 
(embargo)

fish, seafood, 
alcoholic 

beverages, non-
industrial 

diamonds, 
other products

The importation into the United States of the
following products of Russian Federation origin
is prohibited.

Restrictive Russia Active 11/03/2022 Unknown

Prohibition for 
political reasons 
(embargo)

crude oil, 
petroleum, 
fuels, other 

specified 
products

The importation into the United States of the
following products of the Russian Federation
are prohibited.

Restrictive Russia Active 08/03/2022 Unknown

Prohibition for 
political reasons 
(embargo)

all goods from 
the covered 

regions

The importation into the United States, directly
or indirectly, of any goods, services, or
technology from the covered regions is
prohibited.

Restrictive
Russia and 
specified 
regions

Active 21/02/2022 Unknown
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